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Abstract 

YingGeHai Basin has been explored by CNOOC for many years. LD field is one of the key 
assets and the reservoir of deep section is known to be challenging with the combination of 
high reservoir pressure and high reservoir temperature. Due the limitation of the 
availability of technology, especially drilling and logging technology, the HPHT assets in 
YingGeHai basin has not been fully explored for years. As the recent advances of HPHT 
techniques by the major service companies worldwide, more technical options are made 
available today and it becomes feasible to explore the deeper formation in the HPHT assets, 
like LD field. This paper demonstrated a case study of reservoir evaluation in LD field, 
YingGeHai basin. For the first time in CHINA, reservoir fluid samples have been obtained 
from the reservoir which reservoir temperature is greater than 175degC using wireline tools. 
The planning for HPHT operation, the tool design and the data are also reviewed in this 
paper. 
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1. Introduction 

LD field is located at the southwest of Hainan Island (See Figure 1). Previous exploration activities in 

this block revealed gas-bearing sands in shallow formations.  The pressure and temperature of deeper 

formation was found high in this block. Due the lack of enough HPHT technique, the deeper formation 

in LD field, the Huang Liu Formation is not being explored thoroughly. 

With all the HPHT technology developed over the recent years from drilling to logging and testing, it 

becomes feasible to further explore the deeper formation in LD field. LD-A Well is carefully selected to 

explore the hydrocarbon bearing of Huang Liu Formation, the well located in the optimized place in the 

geology structural. From the source rock analysis to the hydrocarbon migration analysis, the well LD-A 

is drilling through a promising exploration target. From the previous experience, the pressure gradient at 

the bottom of YingGeHai Formation is close to 1.7 g/cc the pressure gradient at the drilling target is 

expected to be close 2.0 g/cc.  The total depth of the target formation close to 4000m MD. That 

concludes a formation pressure close 12000 psi. On the temperature side, the expected bottom hole 

temperature is 182~185degC.  Figure 2 is the temperature modelling result from near-by well 

information  

Under this pressure and temperature condition, both drilling and logging operations are extremely 

difficult as most drilling tools rated to 150degC and logging tools are rated 175degC. Upon which, the 

fluid sampling operation is extremely critical as no well testing is planned for this well LD-A. The fluid 

sampling by wireline tools is the only approach to confirm the presence of hydrocarbon of reserve 

claiming purpose.  
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Figure 1: Location of Well LD-A 

 
Figure 2: Temperature Modeling Result 

2. HPHT Challenges 

The conventional classification of the pressure and temperature range is as shown in the Figure 3. 

Downhole temperature between 175degC to 200degC is classified as High Temperature.  

Downhole temperature between 200degC and 260degC classified as Ultra-High temperature.  

Downhole Pressure above 10000psi to 20000psi is considered to be High Pressure 

Downhole pressure between 20000-35000psi is defined as Ultra-High pressure.  

Most of the pressure the temperature challenges are in fact combination of the both. 

 
Figure 3: High Pressure and High Temperature Definition 

The current design of most wireline tools is usually rated to 175degC and 20000psi. This specification 

has already cover the high pressure range as per defined previously and some of the high temperature 
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range. The reservoir pressure are mostly below 20000psi of the field in CHINA. In some high pressure 

basin, the reservoir pressure exceed 10000psi, for instance, YingGeHai Basin, Sichuan Basin, etc. The 

reservoir temperature gradient is high in particular area like at east China and YingGeHai basin. As it 

goes deeper, the reservoir temperature could exceed 150degC and considered to be High Temperature 

or even exceed 175degC, which is the rating for most wireline tools in the market.  

The availability of the drilling and logging tools for High pressure and/or High temperature environment 

is indeed a show stopper for operator to explore more HPHT assets. The risk is not being able to 

obtaining adequate data to evaluate formation and fluid often turn a project to failure case. 

3. Job Preparation 

3.1 Logging Program 

For all HPHT operation, the most important is to prepare multiple scenarios in case the tools fail during 

the operation. In order to get the necessary logging data. The primary logging plan is as:  

For the conventional logging data, triple-combo, the LWD is the primary logging tools, wireline tools is 

prepared in the case of LWD tool fails at high temperature.   

The acquisition of fluid sampling is prepared by the high temperature version of formation testers, called 

MDT Forte-HT. The tool itself is rated to 200 degC and 20000psi at downhole condition.  

This is the first time this HPHT formation tester tool being attempted in CHINA. Meanwhile, multiple 

tool sets has been prepared at the well site in case any of the tool fails at high temperature condition. 

3.2 Equipment: MDT-Forte-HT 

A special version of MDT has been designed for obtaining pressure and sampling data in high pressure 

and/or high temperature environment, named MDT Forte-HT.  It follows the similar modular design as 

the MDT tool. However, all the electronics boards have been re-engineered and all the O-Ring and 

hydraulic oil has been upgraded to ensure enough holding time after the tool exposed to high 

temperature above 175degC.  

The forte-HT version of formation tester can work with normal MDT modules but rating is also 

downgraded to the lowest rating among the connected modules. A standard Forte-HT set contains a 

probe module, a hydraulic module drives the probe, a pump out modules and samplers.  The HT 

modules does not include any fluid analyzers. All the fluid analyzers are still rated to 175degC.   

For better fluid sampling result, a decision has been made that the fluid analyser will be prepared on the 

well site. However, it will not be used in case the actual temperature of the sampling exceeds 175degC, 

otherwise it would downgrade the entire tool string to 175degC and loss the advantage of high 

temperature capability.  And we will have to use resistivity and high temperature density sensor for fluid 

identification.  

 
Figure 4: MDT Forte-HT electronic board (Up) and MDT board (Down) 

4. Operation and Data Review 

4.1 Operation 

LD-A well reached TD at a depth around 4060m MD successfully and it drilled through the Huang Liu 

Sands as per plan. Sand A and Sand B are the main sand bodies discovered and to be evaluated. The 
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LWD tools managed to acquire the triple-combo log data sets successfully, and the data acquisition left 

for wireline was mainly the fluid sampling to confirm it is gas-bearing. The bottom hole temperature is 

expected to go above 175degC according to the drilling data and LWD data. So, all fluid analyzers have 

been removed from the tool string, only the dedicated tool module of MDT Forte-HT which are rated to 

200degC being used for logging. (Figure 5) 

From the LWD data, a quick evaluation has been conducted, the target sands is found to be extremely 

tight.  Apart from high pressure and high temperature challenges, the low permeability of the reservoir 

rock is also a challenge for taking fluid sample.  One sample chamber has been configured as air-cushion 

in case the pump cannot work in this low permeability rock. Priority has been give the top of Sand A 

based on mud logging data, if gas sample can be obtained from top of Sand A, the well is considered to 

be a successful case.  

The MDT Forte-HT string was run in hole. Normally the logging program of pressure and sampling 

survey is firstly complete all the pressure points and then taking samples. In order to reduce the time for 

the tool exposure in the high temperature condition, a priority given to the sampling at Sand A. The 

engineer is instructed to find a depth that mobility suitable for sampling as soon as possible.  

From the conventional logging data, the depth with the best possible porosity is firstly attempted and 

drawdown mobility of 0.5 mD/cP was confirmed. Knowing the whole formation expected to be tight, a 

decision was made to sample this 0.5mD/cP interval. One big sampler (2.75 gal) filled with air-cushion 

method and 4 small PVT samplers filled by low shock approaches. (Figure 6) Inside the wireline tool, a 

max temperature of 170degC is recorded during the operation. And in the wellbore, a max. Bottom hole 

temperature of 180degC was reported. Operationally, this is the first time, fluid samples has been taken 

at such high temperature from wireline tools. The formation pressure reached 12000 psi. 

 
Figure 5: MDT Forte-HT tool string for well LD-A   Figure6: Sampling Data in the middle of Sand A 

 

4.2 LD-A well Evaluation Result 

As we can see from the Figure 7, two sand bodies has been drill through at lower Huang Liu formation:  

Sand A and sand B.  Sand A is over 45m thick and Sand B is 20m thick in total. From the 

Neutron-Density logs, the porosity in Sand A is better than Sand B thus similar case for permeability is 

expected.  MDT Forte-HT managed to get pressure of Sand A is 12238psi @3982m, this conclude a 

pressure gradient of 2.16 g/cc.  This pressure gradient is even higher than the prediction, this 

information is critical for further evaluation work in the LD blocks.  
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A fluid sample station has been attempted successfully at 3983m MD. The sample analysis confirmed 

Sand A is gas zone without movable water. The water phase in the sample bottles are 100% mud filtrate.  

No sampling attempt in Sand B as the permeability expected to be much lower than Sand A and it is 

outside the operation envelope with the string downhole. However, from the log evaluation, it is 

reasonably believed Sand B is also gas bearing.  

As a result, adequate log data and fluids samples has been obtained for the evaluation of HuangLiu 

formation at HPHT conditions. 

 
Figure 7: Well Logs of LD-A 

5. Gas Sample Analysis  

Onsite Analysis: At the middle of Sand A, five samples has been collected using both conventional 

sampling method (air-cushion) and low-shock sampling approach.  To understand the impact of the 

sample quality by difference sampling approaches, especially the impact of huge drawdown caused 

using the air cushion approach, all samples has been extracted some at well site and analysed on 

composition for light hydrocarbon components (C1 – C5). As shown in Figure 8, the gas sample 

obtained by the air cushion shows the similar composition as the gas sample obtained by pumping out. 

The 4# bottle filled by low shock approach demonstrated bigger difference to the other sample analysis 

results.  It is believed to be error either in the sample handling approach on the well site or the analysis 

itself. From the onsite analysis result, it is confirmed the sample consistency is good among different 

sample capture approach.    

Lab Analysis: All the samples taken at Sand A has been send to the Lab for more detailed gas sample 

composition analysis including heavier component, C6+. A further consistency check has been done for 

the composition result from the air cushion sample and the samples taken by low shock approach.  The 

result as shown in Figure 9 confirms again good consistency among the 5 samples from Sand A.  
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Figure 8: Well site Gas Analysis                     

 
Figure 9: Lab Gas Analysis 

 

6. Result and Discussion 

From the well evaluation result and the sample analysis result, the Huang Liu formation of well LD-A is 

confirmed to be gas bearing. And this conclude the success of drilling LD-A well.  

The sand B is not fully evaluated due to the low permeability and it is out of the envelope of the 

MDT-Forte-HT probe operation limit. However, based on the result of sampling in Sang A and the 

triple-combo data sets.  It is believed that the Sand B is also gas bearing. Besides the HPHT condition, 

the low permeability remains the top challenge for future appraisal well evaluation and field 

development. 

7. Conclusion 

The following conclusions can be made from this successfully evaluation of well LD-A: 

Preparation is the most critical step for a successful HPHT operation. Multiple logging program, 

multiple logging tools prepared ensured adequate well data obtained. 

The new generation of MDT tool for HPHT condition meets the expectation at high temperature 

environment above 175degC, this service becomes important for fluid evaluation in high pressure and 

high temperature exploration blocks.  

LD deeper formation (Huang Liu) confirmed gas bearing and more exploration and appraisal wells are 

needed to fully exploring the gas reserve in this block. 
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